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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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By Amber Williams
City editor
Eastern may get some major
league treatment if the Chicago
Bears decide to move its training
camp here.
Coles Together is committed to
giving Eastern $50,000 for any
improvement the Chicago Bears’
officials need to move the training
camp to Eastern, said Jeanne
Gustafson, the Coles Together exec-
utive director. Bears officials can do
anything they see fit with the money
for fixing up the facilities or adding
anything that the players may need.
“Eastern Illinois University has
been a great ally for Coles Together,
and we would like to return the
favor,” she said.
Officials from the Chicago
Bears visited campus on Tuesday to
see if Eastern’s facilities are appro-
priate for the Bears’ training camp.
Eastern is one of 10 Illinois schools
where the Bears may relocate its
typically Platteville, Wis., based
training camp.
Studies that Coles Together did
on other sites of professional foot-
ball training camps revealed that the
camps can be a tremendous boost to
a town’s economy, Gustafson said.
A professional football training
camp brings from about 15,000 to
43,000 people in a three to four
week span of time, and those people
are known to spend an average of
2.7 days in town.
Gustafson said the Bears com-
ing to town would be an extremely
positive experience for Charleston
as well as Coles County. It could
make Charleston a more mar-
ketable town because the people
who will come will need lodging,
food and entertainment in this area.
The training camp also would
bring about 100 to 170 new jobs to
the area and may offer some intern-
ship programs for students.
The Bears officials are expected
to make a final decision on their
college pick by July, Gustafson
said.
If the Bears do not move their
training camp to Charleston, the
$50,000 will go back into the Coles
Together reserve fund.
Eastern may get
funding if chosen
to host Bears camp
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Margaret E. Winters told staff,
faculty and Student Senate members
during her interview that she was
“excited” to be one of the final can-
didates for the position of vice pres-
ident for academic affairs. 
“I look at myself in the mirror on
weekends and I think I’ve never left
school,” Winters said. She is current-
ly the interim provost and vice chan-
cellor for academic affairs and
research at Southern Illinois
University. 
Winters said that since assuming
her role at Southern, she continues to
teach one class a year and still con-
ducts academic research.  
“My whole administration back-
ground is based on the centrality and
importance of the university mis-
sion,” Winters said. 
Winters continued to describe her
views on  the mission of higher edu-
cation. 
“We prepare students for the rest
of their lives; we are not just a pro-
fessional trade school. We are more
than that. We teach students the
ways of dealing with the world and
how to be successful in that world.
We teach them how to learn,”
Winters said. 
Winters described her beliefs
about online education. 
“I believe both the dangers and
rewards have been exaggerated,”
Winters said. “It isn’t something that
should be gone into lightly.”
Winters said Southern and
Eastern have taken similar
approaches to online education, and
there might be some advantage to
that. 
“We get to look around and see
what has failed,” Winters said. “It is
not going to be the answer to any-
one’s tuition problem.”
Another commonality Southern
has with Eastern is a unionized fac-
ulty. 
“(The faculty and administration)
went through about 10 years of poor
communication and sometimes a
complete lack of communication,”
Winters said, referring to the ten-
sions between Southern’s faculty
and administration that led to the
unionization about five years ago. 
Winters said there was a lot of
neglect of the faculty and their con-
cerns were not being completely lis-
tened to. 
Winters said that she respects the
fact that there is a union. 
However, she said its creation
does add an “extra level of structure”
and it “seems a pity to add another
structure” to the over-bureaucratic
form of the higher education system.
Winters also said the addition of
the union “takes away a certain flex-
ibility.”
“It is a growing relationship,”
Winters said about the relationship
between the union and administra-
tion at Southern. “You have to give it
time to grow.”
Concerning the location of
Information Technology Services,
Winters said at SIU she is used to its
location under administrative affairs
(business affairs).
“It is traditionally torn on a uni-
versity campus,” Winters said. 
Winters said the “instructional
support” and “advisement program”
aspect logically tend to fall under
academic affairs, but the “purchas-
ing and payroll” aspect tend to fall
under business affairs. 
“From the academic end, it has
been too much a business entity for
a long time,” Winters said. “It can go
either way for reporting lines, but
people who are affected need to have
a voice in it.”
By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
Eastern students will vote on 13
proposed constitutional amend-
ments during the Student
Government elections April 17-18.
The proposed amendments,
which would change key aspects of
the Student Government constitu-
tion from allowing part-time stu-
dents to run for senate to asserting
students’ rights, were approved to
be on the election ballot by the
Student Senate Wednesday night.
While many of the 13 proposed
revisions simply reword existing
parts of the constitution, other pro-
posals would change the title of
vice president for public affairs to
executive vice president, require
executive officers to attend senate
meetings, raise the grade point
average required for an executive
position to 2.25, allow part-time
students to run for senate and assert
students’ rights with University
Housing.
Most of the proposals were
passed unanimously. The proposals
now go before the student body,
where they must be approved by
two-thirds of voters to be integrated
into the constitution. 
In other business, senate mem-
bers approved five budget propos-
als submitted by the
Apportionment Board last week.
The budgets allocate $441,000
in student fees to five boards —
sports and recreation; “Players”, a
group that subsidizes dramatic per-
formances; the University Board;
the Student Senate; and the AB
itself — for FY2002.
Three motions were also tabled
dealing with executive compensa-
tion, “Wuuzzuupp Week,” and the
senate’s fledgling survey program.
One motion would give execu-
tive officers a flat compensation
rate of $1,197 per year to be used
towards any education-related
expenses.
The bill was tabled after senate
members disagreed on the rate of
compensation.
Senate members agreed to con-
tinue discussing the bill via email.
Another bill would allocate
$500 toward “Wuuzzuupp Week,”
a campus event sponsored by Vice
President for Student Affairs Art
Davis.
Candidates’ visits continue
Adriene Weller / Senior photographer
Margaret Winters, one of the candidates for provost and vice president for academic affairs, discusses her plans
for tenure-track faculty Wednesday afternoon in the 1895 Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.  
Winters bases administration on university mission
We prepare students for the
rest of their lives; we are not
just a professional trade
school.We are more than
that.
Margaret E. Winters,
candidate for provost
“
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Senate OKs changes
to constitution
New rules to go
before students
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Alcohol violations
n Dustin E. McCall, 19, of
Thomas Hall was cited at 2:56
a.m. March 24 at the fourth block
of Madison for minor consump-
tion of alcohol, a police report
stated.
n Jina J. Hubbard, 20, of the 1600
block of Seventh Street was cited
at 1:18 a.m. March 29 at the 400
block of Buchanan for minor con-
sumption of alcohol, failure to
yield to an alleyway and failure to
wear a seat belt, a police report
stated.
blotter
police
Workshop to give stress tips
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
With school activities winding
down and finals steadily approach-
ing stress is at a maximum level for
many students. 
As a result, many students and
faculty have asked for a stress
management workshop, and Ollie
Mae Ray, professor of health stud-
ies, has helped give them one.
Check-in and registration for
“Stress: The Constant Challenge of
Life” begins at 6:30 p.m. in
Lumpkin Hall Room 122, and the
workshop begins at 7 p.m. 
The second annual workshop is
co-sponsored by the departments
of family and consumer sciences,
geology/geography, health studies
and human resources, along with
the Gateway Program, the Office
of Student Life and the Siddall and
Ray Foundation Inc. of Charleston,
a nonprofit registered organization. 
Ray, also the CEO of the
Siddall and Ray Foundation, said
that topics to be discussed include
the definition of stress, what caus-
es stress, the different types of
stress and how to cope and deal
with stress. Ray said she also will
discuss time management, dealing
with tests and coping with factors
of stress.
The last 35 to 40 minutes will
be devoted to relaxation techniques
and ways to combat stress, Ray
said. Attendees also will be asked
to fill out self-assessment sheets,
so they can determine their person-
al stress levels.
The workshop is free to stu-
dents, faculty and staff with a
Panther ID card and a packet of
materials will be provided. 
Ray said after last year’s work-
shop, many students felt it helped
them cope with high stress levels
during finals. As a result, they have
demanded that the workshop be
offered again. May said she was
looking forward to the workshop
and showing students how to deal
with stress and how to help others
deal with it as well.
Panel to share points of view on Eastern’s student retention numbers
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
Most colleges around the country
are seeing their enrollment increase.
So why has Eastern seen a decrease?
The physics department has put
together a panel of experts who are
going to look at this specific topic
and hopefully come up with some
conclusions.
The panel discussion is from
today from 2:30 to 4 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Keith Andrew, physics depart-
ment chairman, said that the panel
includes Katie Cox, student body
president; Lida Wall, interim vice
president for student affairs; Jill
Nilsen, acting vice president for
external relations; Frank
Hohengarten, dean of enrollment
management; Doug Bock, vice chair
of the Council on Academic Affairs;
Kimberly Moock, director of orien-
tation; Kelly Miller, assistant direc-
tor of housing; and Jane Wayland,
professor of business.
“We’re wondering where all the
students are going,” Andrew said.
While a drop has been seen in fresh-
man enrollment, the main problem is
juniors and seniors leaving Eastern. 
Andrew said that he hopes this
panel of experts in the area of reten-
tion can shed light on the issue and
see if anything can be done to retain
students. 
He said this panel of people can
give different points of view on
retention, including the student’s
view. 
The main question he said he
wanted to answer was why other
schools’ enrollments are increasing
while Eastern’s is decreasing. 
n 2:30 to 4 p.m., Roundtable Retention
Discussion, Charleston/Mattoon Room, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
n 7 p.m., Surreal Landscapes by Bill Cass,
Tarble Arts Center.
n 3 p.m., Little Men’s Tugs, Campus Pond,
Women’s Tugs follows, Big Men’s Tugs fol-
lows Women’s Tugs. 
n 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Political Science Student
Research Conference, Arcola/Tuscola Room,
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
n 9 p.m., University Board Comedy presents
Don Friesan, 7th Street Underground, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
n 2 p.m., Tugs Finals, Campus Pond. 
n 2 p.m., “Great Strides Walk to Help Cure
Cystic Fibrosis,” Panther Trail.
n 10 p.m. to 1 a.m., “Mother Lode,” folk
music, 7th Street Underground, Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. 
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tap?
Leslie Williams / Staff photographer
Heave-ho
Members of the Sigma Chi team compete against Delta Chi in the first little man tug Wednesday afternoon at the
Campus Pond. Delta Chi won the tug.
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
SaturdayFridayToday
A headline in Wednesday’s edi-
tion of The Daily Eastern News
incorrectly stated the number of
applicants left to interview for the
position of provost and vice presi-
dent for academic affairs.
There are still two candidates
to interview for the position. The
News regrets the error.
Correction
Campus
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Noble Flower & Gift Shop
2121 18th Street
345-7007
Sa
y It
With Roses!
A Dozen Mixed Colored
Roses Vased
$27.50
LOOKING FOR SOMETHING 
DIFFERENT??
COFFEE’SANDWICHES’PASTERIES’ESPRESSO
LIVE MUSIC EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
OPEN POETRY EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
OPEN 6AM-9PM MON-THURS,IIPM WEEKENDS
CORNER OF 17TH STREET& CHARLESTON, MATTOON
235-BEAN
DJ MENDEZ! 
NO COVER EVER!!
F I S H  B O W L S  &
R A I L  P I T C H E R S
2 2 o z . B i g  B u d l i g h t  &  
M i l l e r  L i t e  B o t t l l e s
$8.25
$1.50
$2.25 
RAIL MIXERS
JERRY’S PUB
Thursday Night
$1.50 Bottles
$1.50 Well Drinks
$3.00 Pitchers
Kareoke from 10pm-1am
$1.50 Rail Drinks
8:00 Foos Tourney
2-4 $3 Dinner/Baskets
4:30-6:00pm
Hot Wings 10¢
Appetizers
$1.00 Off!
Happy Hour & 1/2
With drink purchase
BELL
Red Door Apartments
Lease by A pril 13, 2001
and receive a $100.00 
discount! 
1,2,3 Bdrm. A pts
Charleston, IL 61920
2 0 W.Buchanan St.
1/2 Block North
Of Lincoln
Call 345-1266
THIS IS Y O U R
L U C K Y DAY!
Advertise.
Students learn how to cope with mental illness
By Michelle Rebellato
Staff Writer
The importance of emotional
and family ties to those with men-
tal illness was discussed in a pro-
gram by the Counseling Center
Wednesday night. 
Paula Aguilar, an intern at the
Counseling Center, said the goal of
the program was to educate on the
dynamics of sibling relationships
and special concerns related to
mental illness.
“Mental illness claims at least 5
million people,” Aguilar said.  She
concentrated on paranoid schizo-
phrenia, but also talked about
attention deficit disorder and
depression.   
“Symptoms of paranoid schizo-
phrenia include hearing voices,
feeling persecuted, having an
inability to focus and overall
bizarre behavior,” Aguilar said.
People with major depression have
thoughts of death, changes in
appearance and weight, delusions
and hallucinations. Attention
deficit disorder causes a lack of
attention, hyperactivity and disor-
ganization. 
When one sibling develops
mental illness, other siblings tend
to feel extreme guilt and loss with
the way the illness affects the fam-
ily. Siblings feel abandoned and
overwhelmed by grief. 
Aguilar described the four phas-
es that families need to experience
when dealing with mental illness.
The first phase is to revisit the past.
The second phase is to reclaim the
past. Reclaiming the past will
allow family members to share
their concerns and vulnerability.
The third phase is reflecting on the
present. The final phase is to
resolve one’s legacy by attending
support groups. 
Aguilar concluded with some
important tips for coping with fam-
ily members with mental illness
from the National Alliance for the
Mentally Ill. “Acceptance is impor-
tant, but not necessary. Try to sepa-
rate the person from their disorder
and remember that there is no one
to blame,” Aguilar said. 
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
The west entrance of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union will
be closed off beginning Monday to
accommodate contractors as they
construct a new entrance to the loca-
tion, said Shirley Stewart, associate
vice president for student affairs.
The university plans to have the
entrance blocked off to the public
until early October while contractors
work on the new food court as well,
Stewart said. 
The west entrance, the one across
from McAfee Gymnasium, will be
completely remodeled as part of the
new food court construction currently
in progress, said Carol Strode, interim
director of facilities planning and
management.
“The west entrance will house (an)
elevator to make the food court more
assessable,” Strode said.
Stewart said the awning located at
the entrance also will be removed as
part of the reconstruction. 
The decision to close off the
entrance stemmed from the contrac-
tors involved in the project, she said.
“The contractors thought it would
be a good idea to do this,” Stewart
said. “They are going to be doing a lot
of work around that area, and we do
not want to do anything to slow up the
construction process.”
Strode said it is a safeguard to the
campus to have the west entrance off
limits while work is done on it.
“All construction sites are closed
off for the safety of our campus com-
munity still using the building,”
Strode said. “It is out of necessity to
protect pedestrians from the construc-
tion site.”
Stewart said she does not expect
anyone to be inconvenienced by the
decision to close off the west
entrance.
“I don’t think it will be a huge
inconvenience to students,” Stewart
said. “(The construction) is just going
to go around one side of the building.”
Stewart said everyone will contin-
ue to have access to the interior of the
union, despite the blocked entrance.
Signs will be posted directing stu-
dents to enter the union from the east
entrance, she said.
Stewart expressed excitement
about the progress workers are con-
tinuously making on the food court
construction project, slated to be com-
pleted in early 2002.
“We are seeing great strides (con-
cerning the food court construction),”
Stewart said. “I have a view of the
union from my office area, and I am
seeing all kinds of demolition.”
She said all the railing around the
patio decking located on the north
side of the union has been torn down.
“That area will be the atrium area
(of the food court),” Stewart said.
Union’s west entrance closing to aid food court construction
Adriene Weller / Senior photographer
Paula Aguilar,  an intern at the Counseling Center, talks about how mental ill-
ness affects the whole family Wednesday afternoon in the Effingham room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Aguilar went on to explain that sib-
lings are usually the most affected by mental illness in the family.
Acceptance is important, but
not necessary. Try to sepa-
rate the person from their
disorder and remember that
there is no one to blame.
Paula Aguilar
Counseling Center Intern
“
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Blind faith needs 
to be analyzed
Why do you believe what you do
about God? This is a question I have
asked myself a countless number of
times. I am encouraging you to do the
same.
Most of us at Eastern are just now
getting a taste of life on our own, so
why are we not thinking on our own?
The majority of religious fanatics
on campus seem to be that way
because they have been brainwashed
by their parents from birth. Sadly,
these people can’t rationally argue
their positions about their beliefs.
I challenge all religious people to
question themselves. Why do you
blindly accept something about what
happens after we die that can’t be
proven, and then believe in it so much
as to be willing to regurgitate it to your
children and all of us “evil” non-
believers? Why are you such a lem-
ming?
I have an agenda. I am trying to get
people to think. More have been mur-
dered in the name of God than in all
political wars put together. I urge each
of you to discuss your beliefs. Don’t
be afraid to change.
We have a group that discusses
such things. Come and talk with us at
the Philosophy Forum. We meet at 5
p.m. Wednesdays in the University
Lounge in Coleman Hall on the third
floor.
Ryan Peterson
Sophomore philosophy major
Column didn’t properly
reflect softball team
Bill Ruthhart’s March 29 column,
summed up, stated that Eastern’s soft-
ball team is just plain bad. He sup-
ported that argument with statistics
from a three-game series, along with
other seasonal stats.
Every good team goes through
slumps. The three-game home stretch
was just that. Like Coach Lloydene
Searle said, they got beat in every
aspect of the game. 
They could have used the road trip
to Hawaii and three games in two
days the day they returned as excuses.
Even though this isn’t a good excuse
for poor play, it has some truth. I
believe that fatigue played a part in
this series.
Ruthhart wrote, “(The poor play)
certainly hasn’t come from the diffi-
culty of attending class, as the
Panthers missed a week of classes
while soaking up the sun on the
islands.
They practiced one day, it rained
another, and then the tournament
started. Six games in three days, then
a cross-continental flight to play three
more games in two days. They may
have missed a week of classes, but
they work as hard in the classroom as
they do on the diamond; the team
GPA was 3.27 this fall.
Ruthhart also said this 3-15 team is
worse than last season’s, which was
5-13 at the same point. Last year’s
team, even with the slow start, fin-
ished second in the OVC in the regu-
lar season and then lost two battles in
the OVC tournament. That was a suc-
cessful season, just as this one will be
at the end.
Lucas Grider
Senior social science major
Greek Week excludes
rest of university
Each year, students get excited for a
weeklong competition appropriately
named Greek Week. I think the idea of
sacrifice, discipline and endurance is a
great one. Why, then, limit this compe-
tition to greeks?
Am I the only one having trouble
getting into this year’s theme? The
theme is “Greekstock,” and just so
everyone knows, I see no hand-holding
or song-singing between fraternities
and sororities.
The issues I have with Greek Week
are mostly with the rules and regula-
tions and the organization of the forms
and sign-up sheets.
First, the requirements of Greek
Week are astonishing. The decision not
to compete in certain events automati-
cally disqualifies fraternities and soror-
ities from winning Greek Week. I
thought the point of the week is to cel-
ebrate greek life, not restrict it.
I feel that the students that run this
event have a tough job. There is no
way to please everyone. I know that I
have had many problems with the
judging of certain events. I realize that
these students are not professional ref-
erees, but perhaps the rules should not
be so complicated.
Unfortunately, there have been
many problems with lost checks and
lost sheets of paper that end up wast-
ing the time and effort of students. If
you make a mistake, then fix it!
I guess this year’s Greek Week win-
ners will not only have the most
points, but the most luck, as well. TO
all those involved in the week’s com-
petition, good luck!
John Scaletta
Sophomore speech communication major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  a l t h o n @ e i u . e d u
“
”
He that would govern others, first should be
master of himself.
Phillip Massinger
playwright,1583-1640
There is something to besaid for having goodtiming. Even the funni-est jokes can be ren-
dered useless if the punchline is
not delivered at the right moment.
And that is exactly what is
starting to happen on Eastern’s
campus now. The administration
is attempting to tell us a joke, but,
sadly, the punchline is way off.
The result: nobody gets it.
Beginning next week, the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union will join the long list
of campus buildings to be temporarily closed for repairs.
The reason for this inconvenience is the construction on the
long-awaited food court. Had this construction begun years
ago when it was originally slated to, it probably would have
gone relatively unnoticed.
But as we have found out, nothing seems to go as planned
when it comes to campus construction projects. Just ask the
baseball team, which was expecting to move into a new stadi-
um at the start of this baseball season, but is still staring at the
old Monier Field, waiting for some renovations.
So now, instead of being heralded for bringing a food court
to campus, the university will be ridiculed for starting yet
another construction project on campus.
The last thing this place needs is another area fenced off. It
really adds to the war zone atmosphere of the campus. The
fences were just recently lifted between Klehm and Lumpkin
halls, allowing students to finally pass through without taking
detours.
And now more fences will be erected and yet another cam-
pus building will be partially closed. Only this time, it is the
Union – the campus’ central building.
It really is too bad when you think about it. The food court
is a great project and a much-needed campus improvement.
But the timing is off.
If this had happened two years ago, students may have
been able to deal with the inconvenience. They are able to deal
with it now, but they probably
would have been more willing to
deal with it before all the other
inconveniences were introduced. I
know I would have been.
Lately it seems like it has just
been one thing after another.
First, the Booth Library renova-
tion project was started. This was
the biggie. Two long years with-
out a library. Sure, it’s a long
time, but it’s all in the name of
progress, right?
And then came the steamtunnel project. Also a minor
inconvenience because it closed off a main passageway
through campus between Klehm and Lumpkin. 
And along with the pair of projects came little blue paws
painted on the sidewalk to lead students around the massive
construction projects. Yes, they are corny, but oh well.
Now this. After all we’ve gone without in the past year, we
are being asked for patience to get through just one more
inconvenience. I’m sure a lot of people could care less, but
you have an expectation when you step on campus that you
won’t have to step around fences or construction areas – at
least not for two full semesters.
Now the question is, what’s next? How many more incon-
veniences must we endure? And you know about the time all
of the current construction projects are completed, the next
round will begin. It’s a vicious cycle.
And the joke is on us, the students. Only thanks to the
delayed punchline, it isn’t that funny. Credit the administration
for trying. Some administrators worked hard to get us to go
along with the joke, but it didn’t fly.
And of course, the result is fences around the west side of
the Union until October. But then again, I guess it just would-
n’t feel right if there wasn’t construction going on somewhere.
Campus construction no laughing matter
“As we have found
out, nothing
seems to go as
planned when it
comes to campus
construction
projects.”
Kyle Bauer
Managing editor
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Kyle Bauer is a senior journalism major and a semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
kmbauer@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
Opinion
page
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The good news for Mayor Dan Cougill was that he wassuccessful in his bid for a third term at the helm ofCity Hall Tuesday night.
The not-so-good news is that he won by a narrow margin
and did not win at all in precincts that are traditionally domi-
nated by student voters.
This probably means that Cougill has some work to do in
the next four years. The incumbent garnered 53 percent of
the total vote. And of the two precincts on campus, Cougill
received only slightly more than 27 percent of the vote.
Cougill may have won the office, but the vote shows he
still has to win more than 47
percent of the city’s resi-
dents and the overwhelming
majority of the campus’ vot-
ers.
Cougill has a full slate of
items on his agenda for the
next few years. Among them are continuing on with the five-
year plan as well as completing the renovation of the water
treatment plant.
The results from the precincts that are made up predomi-
nantly of student voters show that Cougill needs to expand
his agendas to include issues that affect the city as well as
the university that sits in the middle of it.
Perhaps this means taking more aggressive actions as a
result of brainstorming with the External Relations
Committee, or more face-to-face meetings with students,
whether through forums or simply strolling the campus.
Cougill proved himself to be a successful leader in the
past and emerged as the winner from campaigning that
degenerated into mudslinging between himself and his
opponent Clancy Pfeiffer, but in order to maintain his suc-
cess, Cougill must continue to move Charleston forward, as
his campaign slogan says he will.
With his win Tuesday night, Cougill became the first
mayor since Bob Hickman, who served from 1973-1983, to
win a third term. That shows Charleston voters have confi-
dence in what he has done in the past. It also shows voters
expect him to continue leading them down a path that has
been largely successful.
This notable achievement is reflective of the confidence
Charleston has in its leader, although the slim victory may
suggest otherwise. Even so, that narrow margin should be
kept in mind as plans and decisions are made in upcoming
months.
Congratulations, Mr. Mayor. We all expect the next four
years will fulfill the promise shown by the last eight.
Hail to
the victor
Cougill’s victory
Mayor Cougill was the best
man for the job, and got it, but
now the real work begins.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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Extended Hrs.
MWF 11-1, 2-4
T 2-3p  R 2-4p
715 Grant #101Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
APARTMENTS MUST GO!
Now Offering Lower Prices
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
NOW OFFERING SIGNING INCENTIVES
DISCOUNTS, VCR’S, MICROWAVES, GRILLS, $ BACK
FACILITIES INCLUDE
*  CENTRAL AC *  FULLY FURNISHED APT.
*  BALCONIES *  PARKING
*  LAUNDRY *  FREE TRASH
LEAVE A MESSAGE
MOTHERS...
Thursdays are made for
FR
ID
AY
Sa
tur
da
y
Chicago’s Gruv $3 Cover
Cover Band played at Canopy Club
and House of Blues
THE STATION $3 COVER
Jam Band from Springfield playing
original music and a few covers 
from Phish, Moe, and the like
Weekend Drink Specials
$2 22oz. Lite and Bud Light bottles
$2 Bar Drinks
This is what they mean by Party Smart
I SEE YOU BABY...
Love ya, 
Ash, Lil Ruh, Klemm & Julie Yo
HAPPY 21st!!!
advertii se
$1 U-Call-It Bottles & Bar Drinks
Students discuss Bush’s foreign policies
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
A round table discussion on
President George W. Bush’s foreign
policies will be among the topics
discussed Friday during EIU
Political Science Student
Conference .
Opening remarks from Richard
Wandling, political science chair
and professor, begin at 9:45 a.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Ryan Hendrickson, assistant
professor of political science, said
that the conference is an annual
event in which the department has a
chance to highlight student’s
research in the political science
department. He said it is also a
chance to focus on the outstanding
things that the department has done. 
Hendrickson said the panels will
discuss the Political Simulation
Programs, events and learning activ-
ities outside of the political science
classrooms, the department’s mock
trial program and the model United
Nations program, among others. 
The first discussion, “The
Politics of the Presidency,” is from
10 to 10:50 a.m. with “Issues in
Today’s Public Administration” fol-
lowing at 11 a.m.
Students will then be given a
break for lunch from noon to 12:50
p.m., and the conference resumes at
1 p.m. with “Politics Beyond the
Classroom.” The conference closes
with “President George W. Bush
and American Foreign Policy” from
2 to 2:50 p.m.
Admission to the conference is
free and no registration is required,
Hendrickson said. 
He also encouraged all those
interested to come to the conference
and attend the discussions. “This is
a very interesting time in U.S. for-
eign policy considering events in the
Balkans and U.S. Chinese rela-
tions,” Hendrickson said.
CAA eyes admission change
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday will be voting on a change
in the admission procedures that will
allow grade point averages to be
automatically factored into admis-
sion. 
CAA Vice Chair Douglas Bock,
who will be chairing the CAA meet-
ing because chair Ron Wohlstein will
be out of town, said he believes there
may be enough time for the three
agenda items to be voted on before
the forum on retention begins. 
A change in the admissions poli-
cy that would allow a student’s
cumulative grade point average to be
factored into admission will be voted
on last because of time constraints. 
In the current practice, the
Admissions Review Committee
would take into account a student’s
cumulative grade point average
when the student is first rejected by
the class rank standard. 
Under the change, the cumulative
grade point average would be auto-
matically figured at the first admis-
sion stage as a factor instead of class
rank, if more beneficial to the stu-
dent.
CAA will also be voting on the
revision of two senior seminars,
allowing them to qualify for three
credit hours rather than their current
two-credit hour earning. 
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$3.00  Domestic Pitchers
2 Golden Tee Fore Machines.
Chance to win trip to Puerto Vallerta and a
Golden Tee Machine. Come in to get details.
NEW
...
ADVERTiSING 
IN THE DEN
DOES PAY OFF!!
Marty’s violates election law
By Amber Williams
City editor
Marty’s, 1666 Fourth St., vio-
lated the law Tuesday when it
offered a free lunch to people who
came into the restaurant and pre-
sented their voting receipts.
Marty’s owner, Dave Kinnaird,
said he was offering a free ham-
burger and french fries to anyone
who voted when he was informed
by County Clerk Betty Coffrin that
it was illegal.
The law states that a person
cannot give out any favors for vot-
ing regardless of whether it is for a
certain candidate or not, Coffrin
said.
Coffrin said she became aware
of the free lunch when she
received a phone call from a
Charleston resident who saw the
free food sign at Marty’s and com-
plained that it was inappropriate.
“You cannot offer anything of
value for registration or a vote,”
Coffrin said.
Kinnaird said he did not have
any ulterior motives when he
decided to offer free food for peo-
ple who voted.
“We did it in the spirit of elec-
tion day,” Kinnaird said.
The free lunch was not meant to
endorse any particular candidates
or to get anyone to vote for them,
Kinnaird said.
“Really, we are just giving
away hamburgers,” he said.
After Coffrin spoke to
Kinnaird, he removed his promo-
tional sign and stopped serving the
free lunch. Kinnaird said he was
told that his promotion may be
misconstrued by residents.
Kinnaird said no one really
took advantage of his offer, and he
gave away five meals.
Marty’s is not receiving any
punishment for the infraction.
Walk to make a stand against violence
By Lauren Zivic
Staff writer
Students interested in Haiti Connection’s fifth
annual Walk for Non-Violence can sign up now to
walk or sponsor someone in the event.
The 5K walk will begin at 10 a.m. April 28 at
the Newman Center and will continue throughout
the Charleston area.
The walk represents an opposition to violence,
said Cheryl King, committee chair. 
“There is so much violence going on — this is
our stand against it,” King said.
Theresa Kronenburger, committee member, said
Eastern’s particular organization works with a
business in Haiti to help out the community.
They employ people to provide the community
with better living conditions, she said.  
To give the community what they are in need of,
the group holds a number of fund raising cam-
paigns, such as the walk, Kronenburger said.
This year, 20 percent of the money raised
because of the event will go toward the Coalition
Against Violence, and 80 percent will go to the
Haiti Connection, King said.
“The non-violence walk is not only a fund rais-
er, but also an awareness raiser,” Kronenburger
said. “The walk is for an amazing cause. Violence
affects everyone, and this could be a powerful
event if people show up.”
The event is open to everybody, Kronenburger
said. Anyone wishing to walk or sponsor someone
in this year’s event must contact King at 345-3609
or Kronenburger at 581-3864.
Lunch will be provided after the event, King
said.
Child porn found on official’s computer
BELLEVILLE (AP) — Police
have found what they believe is
child pornography on two comput-
ers used by a St. Louis election offi-
cial accused of soliciting sexual acts
from a 14-year-old girl in Illinois.
The girl turned out to be an
undercover police officer in Alton
who had set up an Internet sting
operation that led to the arrest of
Kevin Coan.
According to search warrant
records obtained by the Belleville
News-Democrat, three allegedly
pornographic pictures were found
on the computer seized from Coan’s
office at the St. Louis Board of
Elections Commissioners. Three
additional pictures were found on a
computer taken from Coan’s law
office.
Police seized those computers
along with a laptop computer fol-
lowing Coan’s arrest on March 1.
Police on Tuesday declined com-
ment on the nature of the pictures,
which are not included in the docu-
ments police filed in court. Search
records filed previously said the
computer from Coan’s election
board office contained 68 references
to “lilshelly,” the pseudonym used
by the undercover officer.
Coan, who has maintained his
innocence, is free on $7,500 bond.
The election board has placed him
on administrative leave with pay.
Madison County Assistant
State’s Attorney Susan Jensen, the
prosecutor in Coan’s case, said she
had not yet reviewed the results of
the search.
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Cheaper than the Dorms...
Private Bedrooms,no gang 
bathrooms, no institutional food,
control of the heat & air
conditioning!
Low-cost housing for 1-5 people
Live better. Spend Less. Your own
place
Check it out.  Call for showings.
Housing lists at 1512 A Street. 
You
STUS THURSDAYS 
Top 40 Hip Hop Music
$
$
$
$
$
$
$$
Dollar
Call-It
Bacardi Giveaways for besti i   
dressed 80’s costume ’  
Friends
&Co
Free acoustic show
Larry Passalacqua
&
Dirk Baker
of the Acousticats
Thursday, April 5
Saturday in the Dungeon
CENTAUR- Featuring
Matt Talbot of Hum!
with Mezzanines
509 Van Buren    345-2380
Starts @10:00
Winters listed one of her strengths as
really liking to meet people. 
As to her weaknesses, Winters said
she doesn’t make “instant” decisions
and dislikes conflict. 
In all, Winters has worked at
Southern for 22 years, working her way
up from assistant professor of foreign
languages in 1978. She began her career
shortly after receiving her doctorate in
romance linguistics from the University
of Pennsylvania.
Two more candidates for the office
of vice president for academic affairs are
scheduled for on-campus interviews. 
David A. Young, current dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences at
University of Missouri, will be on cam-
pus Friday, and Blair M. Lord, current
vice provost for academic affairs at
University of Rhode Island, will be on
campus April 11.
The search committee,comprised of
appointed faculty, staff and students and
chaired by Bonnie Irwin, will recom-
mend three individuals to Eastern
President Carol Surles, who will make
the final decision. 
Candidates
from Page 1
Davis previously said that
“Wuuzzuupp Week,” scheduled for
later this month, will feature games,
events and speakers around campus.
The motion was tabled to give
senate members time to verify senate
finances.
The third motion would assign
responsibility for the senate’s semes-
ter-old survey program to the Student
Relations committee.
The survey program, started last
semester, has polled students on top-
ics ranging from housing rates to the
effectiveness of Student Government.
Senate member Ronnie Deedrick
said the bill would allow the senate to
continue the program.
Senate member Dwight Nelson
said he would like to see the senate
continue to survey students.
“It’s the best way to know what’s
going on,” he said. “I like to hear the
critiques and I like the feedback.”
Senate member James Paton,
however, questioned the need for the
survey program, saying that the sen-
ate has rarely acted on any of the
feedback they receive.
Senate
from Page 1
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!By Lauren BrodyStaff writer
Residence Hall Association
members today will discuss nomi-
nations for the upcoming executive
board elections.
RHA members will meet at 5
p.m. in the Ford Hall Lobby.
Nominations for the election
include the positions of president,
vice president, secretary and vice
president of finance, said Alison
Mormino, RHA president. 
RHA members also will dis-
cuss whether RHA executive
officers should be allowed to
live in a modified double for the
regular price of living with a
double occupancy room,
Mormino said 
RHA to debate future executive members
advertise
in
the Daily
Eastern News
Part-time 1st shift, Front
desk position. 2-3 days/week.
Apply at Super 8 motel in
Mattoon.
__________________4/5
Brian’s Place Nightclub &
Sports bar. Needs part-time wait-
resss & Security. 21st &
Broadway Mattoon  234-4151
__________________4/6
Photographer’s assistant
needed. Experience helpful, but
not necessary. Call Cobb’s por-
traits. 345-6211.
__________________4/6
HAVE FUN AND MAKE
MONEY OUTDOORS THIS SUM-
MER!  Schaul’s Signature Events
in Niles, IL is seeking team mem-
bers this summer. We are a com-
pany picnic and full event catering
company that engages in both
corporate and social events. We
are offering a wide variety of posi-
tions from event supervisor, grill
cooks, services staff, entertain-
ment staff, game coordinators,
and concession. Our team mem-
bers must want to smile, practice
dependability, show good team-
work attitude, perform good peo-
ple interaction skills, and learn.
Schaul’s picnics and events take
place from late May to early
October at locations throughout
the entire Chicago land area.
Schaul’s offers EXCELLENT PAY
($6-$13 per hour) and MONTHLY
AWARDS for those that show
desire and success in their posi-
tions. Please apply one of the fol-
lowing ways:
1. Apply in person at
Schaul’s: 7136 W. Touhy Ave.,
Niles, IL 60714. 2. Call Lourdes at
1-800-562-5660 and request an
application be mailed to you. 3.
Mail or fax (847-647-6406) the
application to Lourdes
Magdangal.
__________________4/6 
Immediate opening for
servers @ Mattoon Country Club.
Experience and day availability
helpful. Call Leslie @ 234-8831
for appointment.
__________________4/6
EastSide Package. Part-
time help needed. Evenings and
weekends. Must be 21 and be
here through summer. Apply in
person between 9 a.m. and Noon.
__________________4/9
Part-time front desk position
available. Two shifts per week-
Must be available all summer.
Great job for sstudents - Can
STUDY!  $6.00/hr  Apply in person
to: Comfort Suite  I-57 and Route
16  Mattoon, IL
_________________4/10
Part time housekeeper
needed. Hours are 7-11am M-F,
Apply at 1701 18th St.,
Charleston from 10am to 2pm M-
F or call 345-4224 to inquire.
_________________4/10
Caring individuals needed
to work with adults with develop-
mentally disabilities in a group
home setting stressing community
integrated living. Now hiring
FT/PT evenings, weekends, and
midnight positions. Apply in per-
son at Tull House, 1911 18th St.,
Charleston; 345-3552.
_________________4/11
FRATERNITIES, SORORI-
TIES, CLUBS, STUDENT
GROUPS. Earn $1,000-$2,000
this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
_________________4/16
$1500 weekly potential mail-
ing our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_________________5/01
MBA student needed for
graduate assistantship. Apply at
1802 Buzzzard
___________________01
Clean, all girls 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment, w/central air,
laundry, trash, and water inc.
$260 ea. North east of Morton
Park. Lease available in June or
Aug. Call 235-3373 or evenings
348-5427.
________________________4/5
Last Chance! Big 3 BDRM APT
for FALL. 345-2416
________________________4/6
2 & 3 BEDROOM RENTALS
ALSO STUDIO APARTMENT
JUST OFF THE SQUARE. OFF
STREET PARKING, 10 MONTH
LEASES. AVAILABLE 348-0927.
________________________4/6
Very nice 5 bedroom house for 6
people. 2 bath, A/C, dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Lease Negotiable.
345-6967
________________________4/5
2009 12th St. 3 bed 1 1/2 bath
washer/dryer  Dep. Req. No pets.
Call 348-5843
________________________4/6
1 Male sublessor needed May-
August. Nice house.
Washer/Dryer. Call for details.
348-5421
________________________4/6
Well kept 2 bedroom unit, excel-
lent location. $235/person- Call
345-0652. NOT PETS!  
________________________4/6
3 Bedroom House near campus,
washer/dryer. Call 348-0712 after
5pm.
________________________4/6
6 Bedroom House, 2 Kitchens,
washer/dryer. $225/person for 6.
Call 348-0712 after 5pm.
________________________4/6
Large, spacious 2 bedroom apart-
ment over Z’s Music (Square).
Available Aug. 1st, 2001.
$425/month, water and trash
included. Laundry, no pets. 345-
2616
________________________4/6
House for 3 females. $245 each.
345-2564
________________________4/6
NICE ONE AND TWO BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 1431 NINTH.
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net
________________________4/6
1529 DIVISION ST., 1/2 BLOCK
NORTH REC CENTER, 2,000
SQ. FT. PART. FURN., 4-5
BEDRMS, 2 1/2 BATHS, FAMILY
ROOM, W/D, DISHWSHR, PATIO,
C/A, GARBAGE PICKUP $250-
$325/PERSON. 345-6991.
________________________4/6
4 Bedrooms - 1203 3rd St.
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer 
$1000.00 a month.
5 Bedrooms - 225 Polk
2.5 Baths, Fireplace,
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer
$1250.00 a month
3 Bedrooms - 1609 9th St.
Stove/Refrigerator, Share water
bill
$720 a month
6 Bedroom - 505 Harrison
2.5 Bathrooms,
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer
$1350.00 a month.
4 Bedrooms - 308 7th St.
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer, 
Partially furnished, share
water/trash,
dishwasher, basement $1000.00
a month
7 Bedrooms - 815 Jackson
2 Kitchens, 2 Baths, washer/dryer, 
stove/refrigerator, dishwasher
$1500 a month
1 Bedroom apartments
Many styles, several locations,
water and trash paid $300 to $425
a month.
Call 345-5088 for details.
________________________4/6
3 Bedroom house. Half block
from campus (Beside Stix.)
Available May 15. 1 year lease
and deposit required. $600 per
month. Call 276-7888.
________________________4/9
3 Blocks from campus. Furnished
3 Bedroom apartment and 2
Bedroom house. 10 month lease.
Available August 1st. 345-3401 or
345-2263 Days. 348-8851
Evenings.
_______________________4/11
New apartment building, 1 year
old, has 2 & 3 BR available August
2001. 12 month lease. On cam-
pus. Also 1 BR in apartment
building in front of new building.
All furnished. Leave a message.
348-0673.
_______________________4/13
Lg House 4-6 people, A/C
Dishwasher Washer/Dryer - 2
Bedroom Apt, A/C Trash INC. NO
Pets 345-4602.
_______________________4/13
3 BEDROOM APT. LOCATED AT
202 1/2 6TH ST. CARPETED,
NEW KITCHEN, BATH WITH
SHOWER, A/C, WASHER &
DRYER. CALL 345-7522  AFTER
5:30  345-9462
_______________________4/13
2 Bedroom town house available
May 15th- Deposit, No pets.
$800-entire summer only. 254-
5148
_______________________4/13
2 Bedroom Townnhouse- year
lease- Deposit, No Pets.
$440/mo. 254-5148
_______________________4/13 
Quiet, Quaint, 1 Bedroom apart-
ment. Furnished, AC, Above 4th
St. Records. Perfect for 1-2 stu-
dents. Available August. 345-
7717.
_______________________4/16
2 Bedroom house near campus.
2/$575 or 3/$675, Lease/ Deposit,
W/D, Refrigerator, Stove, AC,
Trash included. Call 345-9607
_______________________4/18
Now Renting Apts and Houses for
Fall 2001. 1-4 bedrooms. 897-
6266.
_______________________4/17
FEMALE roommates, INTERES-
SION, SUMMER, FALL 2001 or
JAN 2002, “ALL” utilities included,
2-TELEPHONE LINES,
washer/dryer, dishwasher,
CABLE, microwave, A/C, COM-
PLETELY furnished, OFF street
parking, CONNECTS TO CAM-
PUS. 1808 South 9th. Call 345-
3273.
_______________________4/18
House for 5 females. 1530 2nd
St. 345-2564
_______________________4/19
3 BEDROOM HOUSE 1624 12TH
ST. AVAILABLE SUMMER 2001,
EXTREMELY CLEAN, CENTRAL
AC, WASHER/DRYER,
MICROWAVE, PRIVACY FENCE,
GARAGE, NEW APPLIANCES, 1
1/2 BATH, $500/MONTH, 348-
1934 OR 276-6550.
_______________________4/19
UGLY, affordable 2BR House for 2.
Works good but your mother will
hate it. 12 months @ $400. 2
blocks to EIU. 345-4489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________4/20
2, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm houses to lease.
Great rates and locations. Call
346-3583
_______________________4/20
LARGE HOUSEWITH BASE-
MENT, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. (4
OR MORE PEOPLE) CALL 349-
88244 LEAVE MESSAGE. AVAIL-
ABLE AUGUST 1.
_______________________4/27
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT (FOR 3 OR MORE) FUR-
NISHED, LAUNDRY ROOM, OFF
STREET PARKING, CENTRAL
AIR. CALL 349-8824 LEAVE
MESSAGE AVAILABLE AUGUST
1
_______________________4/27
4 BR House. 817 4th St. Stove,
Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer hook-
up. $235/person/month. No pets.
345-3148.
________________________01
1017 Woodlawn: 2 BR., furn, apts.
avail 8/1, all appliances, AC, on-
site laundry, $250ea/2 people.
117 W. Polk St.: BRAND NEW 1
BR, Unf. apts., avail. 6/1 and 8/1,
all appliances inc. W&D, AC
915”C” St.:
Faculty/Upperclassmen: 2 BR., 2
ba. duplex w/gar., 1000 S.F., patio,
W&D hook-up, all appliances, AC,
avail. NOW
2001 S. 12th St.: 2BR. Furn. apts.,
avail. now or fall, AC, quiet bldg.,
laundry on-site, summer only
lease avail.
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The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP.  Bible
Study.  Thursday, April 5 at 8:30 p.m. in Andrews Hall
Lobby.
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Pancakes & Passages.  Fridday,
April 6 from 7:00 - 7:45 a.m. at the Wesley Foundation
across 4th from Lawson.  A weekly breakfast gathering to
discuss seleceted Bible passages and one’s journey in the
Christian faith.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP.  Large
group meeting.  Thursday, April 5 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Greenup Room, 3rd floor in Union.  Everyone is welcome!
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES.  University Admission to Teacher Education
Meeting.  Thursday, April 5 from 6:00-6:50 p.m. in 1501
Buzzard Hall.  Students must formally apply yfor University
Admission to Teacher Education.  This is done by attending
a meeting.  Students who have not previously applied must
attend.
HISTORY CLUB.  Movie: The Patriot.  Thursday, April 5
at 7:00 p.m.  Lumpkin Auditorium #017.  Free admission.
PHI ALPHA ETA. End of the year meeting tonight at 6 pm
at Jerry’s Pizza. Have some pizza and run for executive posi-
tions. Adios! See you there.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON.  Mandatory meeting.  Thursday,
April 5 at 6:00 p.m. in Buzzard Rm 1103.  Please bring
checkbooks!
PRE-LAW SOCIETY.  Meeting.  Thursday, April 5 at 3
p.m. in CH 219.
ROTC.  Lab on April 5 1530-1650 -Klehm Hall-South Side.
Uniform: BDU’s, gloves if issued.  No rank or pens.
CampusClips
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A L S O R E A R M L O U D
S O U R G R A P E S O H T O
S E E Y A D U D P E R
Y D S B E A M M A J O R S
O F F D A Y N O O N E
M A K E S O M E O F T H E
A R I L S S A L V O S
S P R A T S S P A R S K I
H E B S O P T W E E N
C A R S B E S T W H I N E S
A N A P E S T A R P O P E
N U K E I C A M E E R I C
S T E W T I T A N R A N T
ACROSS
1 XXX
5 Unnatural, in a
way
10 Place for some
icons
14 Up-to-the-minute
15 Opponent for Ike
16 Brown-and-
white
17 What is more
18 What old ene-
mies may do
19 Window-rattling
20 Start of a quip
22 “___ be in
England …”
23 “Cheerio!”
24 Flop
26 A pop
27 Measures of
some losses:
Abbr.
28 Gymnast’s place
32 Big leagues
34 When things
don’t go right
36 Who “is alone”
in a 1987
Sondheim title
37 Middle of the
quip
40 Seed coverings
41 Volleys
42 Jack and the
missus
44 Go back and
forth (with)
45 Kind of mask
48 Book after
Philemon: Abbr.
49 Soak (up)
51 Fifth- or sixth-
grader
53 Bumper ___
55 End of the quip
59 Take ___ (rest)
60 Spanish 101
verb
61 “An Essay on
Criticism” writer
62 Microwave
63 “Veni”
64 Idle fellow?
65 Hearty dinner
66 Colossus
67 Go on and on
DOWN
1 Swank
2 Having a certain
glow
3 Time releases
4 Alibi
5 One of Henry
VIII’s six
6 Old music halls
7 Sound before
“Thanks, I need-
ed that!”
8 Dog-___
9 Chinatown offer-
ing
10 Singer Guthrie
11 Diminish
12 Semisweet
white wine
13 Sign on the dot-
ted line
21 Bull sessions
25 William ___,
who founded
Ralston Purina
29 A lot of fluff
30 Hullabaloos
31 Half of a 60’s
quartet
33 Tittles
34 Kans. neighbor
35 Cry out
37 Monocled adver-
tising figure
38 Mechanical
device that
operates by
compression
39 Eggs
40 Waste holders
43 “Very well”
45 Woman of la
casa
46 Constrain
47 Treehopper, e.g.
50 “Lethal Weapon
2,” “… 3” and
“… 4” actor
52 Rain check
54 Shoot
56 Sportscaster’s
tidbit
57 Author Janowitz
58 Songbird
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Elizabeth C. Gorski
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605 W. Grant: 2 BR. Unf., appli-
ances, W&D hook-up, AC, avail.
NOW, faculty or upperclassmen.
Mini Storage: Reserve now for sum-
mer, 3 mo. lease, 4x12 to 10x30
units.
CALL 348-7746 FOR MORE
DETAILS. UNITS ARE GOING
FAST!
_________________________01
DON’T BE LEFT OUT! Rent now for
Fall 2001, 3 bedroom, furnished Apt.
345-5022. UNIQUE HOMES PROP.
_________________________01
1 BEDROOM HOUSE, PARTIALLY
FURNISHED. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
$300/MONTH. SECURITY
DEPOSIT AND LEASE. 345-4010.
_________________________01
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST.
DEPOSIT & LEASE $450/MO.
TRASH FURNISHED. 345-4010
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets  345-7286
_________________________01
STUDENT APARTMENTS, May &
Aug, ex cond, Furn & unfurn., 1,2 &
3 bedroom, No pets 345-7286
_________________________01
STUDENT HOUSES, Fall 2001-
2,3,4, & 5 Bdrms, ex. cond., furn &
unfurn. Most with laundry  No Pets,
$250-$300 per person  345-7286
_________________________01
Furnished, Clean, 3 BR house. 3 or
4 girls. 1/4 block from Old Main.
Dishwahser. Off-street parking.
Storage. 348-8406
_________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square. Dave
345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
_________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC No
Pets 345-7286
_________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfur-
nished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
_________________________01
Summer and Next School Year
Spacious Furnished apartments
from $325-360 (1 BR) $4220 (2 BR)
Ideal for couple. 745 6th Street. Call
581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS. 1,2,
& 3  BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. PHONE 345-6533
(OLDE).
_________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency,
2 bedroom apartments, or 3 bed-
room houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
_________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED
APTS. QUIET PLACE TO LIVE
AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
_________________________01
CAMPBELL APARTMENTS. STU-
DIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC. 416
6TH ST. 345-3754
_________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001 and
FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
_________________________01
One bedroom apt. 2 blocks from
campus. All utilities paid. $320/mo.
348-0006.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 346-
3161.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apartment.
Furnished. Trash pickup included. 2
blocks from Campus. Call 348-
0350.
_________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS!  Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
_________________________01
1426 9TH ST. 3 BR APT. NEW
OWNER/MANAGEMENT. TOTAL
RENOVATION. EACH UNIT TO BE
DONE SU 2001 LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED 348-8305
FOR DETAILS
_________________________01
LARGE 3 BR APARTMENTS NEXT
TO BUZZARD BUILDING, FULLY
FURNISHED. FURNISHINGS 3
YRS. OLD OR LESS, EXTREMELY
NICE. 3 BR DUPLEX NEXT TO
LANCE FULLY FURNISHED. W/D
INCLUDED. RETILED/RECAR-
PETED 8 MONTHS AGO. LARGE
FENCED-IN BACK YARD. CALL
348-0157 FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION.
_________________________01
2 BR APTS. FULLY FURNISHED
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECARPETED/RETILED 8
MONTHS AGO. ONLY 3 UNITS
LEFT. A GREAT MID-CAMPUS
LOCATION. CALL 348-0157 FOR
MORE INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. FURNISHED,
CLOSE TO BUZZARD, CAMPUS,
SEPERATE LEASES, POOL, AND
LAUNDRY ON-SITE. LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE 345-6000.
Wanted: Housemates for a 4 bed-
room house. 2 blocks from Union.
Call Corinne at 58881-2603.
__________________________4/6
Summer 2001 - 2 to 4 sublessors
needed. Price negotiable. 11th
Street. Call 345-2183 for details.
________________________4/6
Female sublessor needed for
summer. Close to campus and
bars. Call Gina for details 345-
0870.
________________________4/6
Roomate Needed: 3 guys need a
4th roommate for 10 month lease.
$220/month. Almost on campus-
4 bedroom House- 1919 9th st.
Call 342-3475 after 8 pm.
________________________4/6
3 BDM apt., ex-large for sublease
in Park Place. Summer 2001-Call
for details. 345-0714.
________________________4/9
Sublessor needed for summer
term. Close to camous. Ask for
Melissa. $225 per month. 348-
0279.
________________________4/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED!  May-
August. Nice 1 bedroom unfur-
nished apartment. Grant Street
near O’Brian Stadium. Originally
$390/month. Will take
$275/month. 348-6585
_______________________4/10
Sublessor needed for Summer.
One FREE month included. Call
276-5200
_______________________4/13
SUMMER - CHEAP RENNT
SUPER CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
VERY CLEAN   2 BDRM APT. 1-4
PEOPLE. 348-5263
_______________________4/18
Summer Sublessor 4 bedroom
house conveniently located on 4th
& Polk. Rent negotiable. Call 348-
7887.
_______________________4/21
Needed for summer months.
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished
apartment with garage. 345-7710.
_______________________4/30
BRAT PACK. Gunner Buc’s Fri.
Bring ID.
________________________4/5
Good luck to those Delta Zetas
participating in the Obstacle
Course. We will be cheering you
on!
________________________4/5
Delta Zeta~ Keep up the good
work and support your sisters dur-
ing Greek Week!
________________________4/6
Alpha Phi Tuggers - You’re doing
great!  Good luck this week!
_________________________4/5
AST TUGGERS: It was an honor
coaching you. Your heart is unri-
valed arouned here. Jiggafini
_________________________4/5
TAU TUGGERS - Your sisters are
SO PROUD OF YOU!  You worked
hard and did a great job!
_________________________4/5
Amanda Grindley of AST - you
looked beautiful at coronation on
Saturday and even more beautiful
as first attendant!  Love, your sis-
ters.
_________________________4/5
Great job AST pyramids!!  We are
so proud of you for your 2nd place
finish!  Love, your sisters.
_________________________4/5
AST rafters - Congrats oon your
second place finish!  You were awe-
some!  Love, your sisters.
_________________________4/5
ALPHA SIGMA TAU -  awesome job
with Greek Week 2001!  Your hard
work made us look great!!
_________________________4/5 
Christina Hoegen of AST - great job
with Greek Sing! Thank you for all
your hard work!  Love, your sisters
_________________________4/5
Sigma Kappa Tuggers you girls
rock!  Keep up the hard work!
_________________________4/5
Sigma Kappa tuggers would like to
thank Coach Koz and Togas for all
their hard work.
_________________________4/5
Sigma Kappa would like to wish
everyone luck with the rest of Greek
Week!
_________________________4/5
Congratulations Sigma Kappa air-
band you were awesome!
_________________________4/5
Sigma Kappa airband would like to
thank the sewing salon for making
our costumes.
_________________________4/5
Katie Jeffers thank you for all your
hard work and dedication. Love,
your sisters.
_________________________4/5
Liz Hoyner and Jen Galant Thanks
for your hard work. That is what I
call a first place performance! Love,
your Airband girls.
_________________________4/5
Congratulations Amy Allen you
make a wonderful Greek Goddess.
You represent our house beautiful-
ly. Love, you Sig Kap Sisters.
________________________4/5
Party Smart at Mom’s Thursday $1
U-Call Bottles and Bar drinks
Friday Band Gruv $3 cover
Saturday band The Station $3
cover $2 22 oz Bottles and Bar
Drinks All Weekend
________________________4/6
Classifiedadvertising
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blowout of the Skyhawks.
“Well, I thought the game was very impor-
tant because I didn’t want us to go out and have
a letdown after Saturday,” Albu said of his start
Sunday. “I’m glad I was able to go out there on
a day where we really needed a win and able to
produce.”
The junior, who was slated to be one of the
top pitchers in Eastern’s program this season,
almost didn’t get a chance to pitch after an early
season rotator cuff injury in his throwing arm
almost sidelined him. 
“It was really weird and I’m not sure if he
lifted funny or what, but it got to the point
where he couldn’t throw at all,” Eastern head
coach Jim Schmitz said. “He wanted to keep
throwing and he wasn’t happy when the train-
ing staff told him to slow down, but we finally
got him to stop throwing for a while.
“You can’t say enough about the training
staff and what they did for him,” Schmitz said.
“He had it rough his first couple outings in
relief, but he’s really in a groove now.”
Not only was Albu able to come back form
the injury, but he learned a few things along the
way.
“I think the injury helped me realize my role
on the team,” Albu said. “With Pete and Scott
pitching so well, it made me realize that I could
fit right in that third spot on the weekends.
“My arm is just now starting to come back,
and I feel just as good as I ever have since I’ve
been at Eastern,” he said.
Schmitz thinks Albu’s emergence really
dates back to the beginning of last season.
“The big key to Nick coming out was last
year where going into fall ball I had him in the
No. 5 or 6 slot,” Schmitz said. “Then all of the
sudden he’s a guy who’s pitching game two and
is starting conference games for us. 
“He’s really a neat story because of how far
he’s come by continuing to work hard,” he said.
“I really think his competitiveness is his best
attribute.”
Albu’s competitiveness has shown in his
performance in the past week, considering
some of the hardships he’s been through.
“I’m glad that I have been able to come out
and get some of the things done that I have,”
Albu said. “I didn’t do very well in the begin-
ning part of the season, and I am glad that I have
become a pitcher that the guys have begun to
have confidence in.”
Many teams, including Eastern, have a goal
to win at least two out of three games on con-
ference weekends, which may make the pitch-
er who starts the third game the most important.
So how does Albu feel about being the pitcher
starts that third and rubber game of a series?
“We have always talked about winning two
out of three games on the weekends,”Albu said.
“And being the guy that the team is looking
towards to get the second or third win on the
weekend is something that I look forward to.”
One thing Albu has been able to look for-
ward to all season that he has not done at times
in the past is rack up the strike-out numbers.
With 13 punch-outs in his last two starts, he has
started to rely on them more.
“I’ve never been a pitcher who gets a lot of
strikeouts in a game, but I have been lucky
enough to get some in the past two games,”
Albu said.
What does the southpaw attribute his new-
found ability to send hitters back to the dugout
with their bats on their shoulders?
“I think a lot of it has to do with experience
that I have gotten in the past,” Albu said. “Plus
I think I have started to use different pitches in
different counts. 
“And by that I mean trying to get batters to
swing at my pitch and keep them off balance.”
Schmitz also thinks Albu has made some posi-
tive adjustments since last season.
“He’s really done a good job using his cut
fastball so now right handed hitters can no
longer lean over the plate on him,” he said.
“Nick’s really pitching well right now and
we’re real excited for him.”
Self
from Page 12
taking a 4-2 loss and dropping their record to
10-8.
“Washington is a team that is full of fighters and
this was a good match for us to play a good, nasty
team and see how we respond,” Hunt said. “We
didn’t respond like I wanted. We have to play these
teams and learn from it.”
In doubles play, No. 1 doubles Becky Brunner
and Caryn Hague defeated Jenny Stein and
Nandini Chaturvedula 8-3 while No. 2 doubles
Yovida Widyadharma and Kristi Martin took a 8-4
win to earn the doubles point for the Panthers. 
While the doubles win carried the Panthers into the
singles play with momentum, Eastern only pro-
duced one win in singles.
“We didn’t play very well,” Hunt said. “We’ve
had a lot of people sick, hurt, and struggling in
school. We haven’t practiced in two days and no
one looked like their normal selves.
Brunner defeated Stein 4-6, 7-5, 7-6 after over
an hour of play for the lone singles win for Eastern.
No. 2 Hague suffered a 6-7, 7-5, 1-0 loss in a tie
breaker.
“When we’re playing our normal style of tennis
we would have won this match. This was a disap-
pointing loss
Tennis
from Page 12
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Bounces don’t go Panthers way in loss
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Eastern’s baseball team just could-
n’t get the breaks it needed to come
away with a midweek road win over
Saint Louis as the Panthers fell to the
Billikens, 11-6.
“I hate to say this to my guys and
we don’t like to make excuses, but it
was just one
of those days
where things
just didn’t go
our way,”
Eastern head
coach Jim
Schmitz said.
“It was one of
those days where we made good
pitches but it was a situation where it
seemed like everything they hit was
off the handle and just fell in.
“You must say well how do you
score 11 runs like that, but they really
didn’t have any big hits, just a couple
little doubles down the line,” he said.
“I thought we played pretty well, but
the balls just didn’t seem to bounce
our way.”
Senior Keith Laski, who’s typical
role is in left field, got the start for
Eastern (14-13, 8-0), going 3 and 2/3
innings giving up just two runs on
one hit, but walked five runners.
“Keith is a guy I like because he
gets out there and throws strikes,”
Schmitz said. “Now he did walk five
guys, but that’s because he had trou-
ble with some of their smaller guys
and they were very patient up there.”
Schmitz said Laski’s performance
was encouraging because they’ll like-
ly need his services on the mound in
the next four weeks and late in the
season.
“He’s a guy who can take the pres-
sure off for us and he’s a guy I just
like out there,” he said. “When it
comes to tournament time, it’s going
to take eight arms to win the thing, so
Keith’s a guy who’s definitely in that
mix.”
Nathan Stone got roughed up for
six runs on six hits in his 2 and 1/3
innings in relief of Laski. Mitch
Rosenthal then gave up two runs on
four hits while closer Mike Ziroli
allowed one run on one hit in the final
inning and 2/3.
On the offensive end, junior catch-
er Tim Aurrichio had a pair of hits
while driving in three runs and senior
center fielder Bob VanHoorebeck
also had two hits while scoring a pair
of runs. Junior left fielder Ben Duke
and junior right fielder Pete Pirman
led Eastern’s offensive effort with
three hits apiece. Duke finished the
game with a home run and two dou-
bles while Auricchio also hit a round
tripper for Eastern.
“I thought the guys swung the bats
well,” Schmitz said. “We were down
early and weren’t trying to get the big
hit, but we did.
“We’ve done an excellent job
since the Illinois State game of get-
ting hits and just keep chipping
away,” he said. “In the end, we didn’t
get the bounces, but we got four runs
in the eighth to get back in it. We’ll
move on, this isn’t a game we’ll dwell
on much.”
Baseball
11
6
By Chuck Babinski
Staff writer
After defeating Tennessee State
on Monday to end a seven-game los-
ing streak, the Panthers (4-19, 1-5)
will host Ohio Valley Conference foe
Southeast Missouri State (10-14, 4-2)
in a double header Thursday after-
noon.
“SEMO has always been there,
whether they have a young team or a
team of veterans,” head coach
Lloydene Searle said. “They always
show up and play hard. They’re as
good of competition as we’ve had in
my four years here.”
The Otahkians handed the
Panthers one of their two losses in the
conference tournament last year, and
also beat them three out of four
games during the regular season.
SEMO is led by catcher Renee
Enos, the 2000 team MVP and first-
team OVC selection. Enos is current-
ly fourth in the OVC, hitting .365.
Pitcher/shortstop Jenny Doehring has
also been hot as of late, going 3-1
with a 1.71 ERA last week.
After a rough start for the
Panthers, the team hopes to build
momentum from the win on Monday.
“On Monday, we played well in
all aspects of the game and got out-
standing pitching,” Searle said. “I
keep telling them this is what they are
capable of doing.”
Searle also told her team it needs
to be more aggressive defensively
and at the plate, and to “control the
controllables.”
Although Eastern is currently last
in hitting (.175) in the OVC, Searle
hopes that the season-high 16-hit per-
formance against Tennessee State
will be a sign of things to come.
“We need to get better in all
aspects of the game – pitching,
defense and hitting,” Searle said. “If
we can do that, the results will take
care of themselves.”
While the Panthers have started
the season slowly because of a gruel-
ing early season schedule that includ-
ed Illinois, Michigan State,
Sacramento State, No. 3 ranked
California, trips to Hawaii and
California and bad weather, Searle
does not use these as excuses for her
young team.
“It’s important to make them
believe in themselves,” Searle said.
“It’s not the hand you are dealt, but
how you play it.”
Softball team forges ahead against SEMO
Despite solid start from Laski, potent offensive effort, Eastern falls to Billikens on road
Sports
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1 Large
Up to 5
Toppings
$10.99
424 W. Lincoln
348-8282
Large
1 Topping
Cheesesticks
2 Liter
$12.99
3 Large
1 Topping
$19.99
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
Pizza                                    Spaghetti
Salad Bar                             Garlic Bread
$4.49 +tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.19
5pm - 9pm
FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 5/5/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
Three new faces adjust to Panther football
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Every year there are new players on Eastern’s
football team, but this season there will be three
additional new faces and everyone will call them
“coach.”
The Panthers, who started spring practice on
Monday, will open the season with three new
additions to their coaching staff. Those coaches
include defensive line coach Rocco Ballantino,
offensive line coach Steve Farmer and wide
receivers coach Charliey Molnar, who was
recently hired to replace Micah Lazemby.
“I think that we got three great coaches who
are also great men,” Panther head coach Bob
Spoo said. “But I also think that we got three
guys who know what it takes to keep us on the
successful path.”
Although all of the new coaches have only
been in Charleston for just over two weeks, they
all said that the one overwhelming thing that has
jumped out to them has been the people at the
university and in the surrounding community.
“There have been a bunch of people that have
helped my wife and I out,” Ballantino said.
“Coach Wittke and coach Spoo both have had us
over for dinner and have been very helpful in
getting us adjusted.”
Farmer has been given the same treatment by
the people around the program and realizes the
help is something that they don’t have to do.
“We haven’t been here that long so we’ve
needed some help,” Farmer said. “And what’s
nice is that the people around here don’t have to
help us, but they do it out of the goodness of their
hearts. You can really tell that the people are
Panther people.”
The people aren’t the only thing that the new
coaches have enjoyed in their limited time here.
They have also noticed the attitude and
demeanor of the players.
“When I am looking for a player, I look for a
player with the obvious physical aspects,”
Ballantino said. 
“But the other thing I look for is a player who
is dying to be good, and with the way these kids
have been coached you can tell they are dying to
be good.
“But the thing that really sticks out in my
mind after only a limited time is the work ethic
of these kids,” he said.
Farmer agrees with his colleague and has
already been able to see that up close and per-
sonal in the first two practices.
“I know that we lost a few seniors from last
year’s team,” Farmer said. “But I have already
seen some things from some players who want
to work hard and jump into those positions.”
While Spoo has had a limited time to see his
new coaches in action, with the Panthers only
having three practices in the spring session, he
says he has been impressed with their abilities so
far.
“I saw all of the coaches on Monday, and I
will continue to watch all of them,” Spoo said. “I
like to be able to pick on what a certain coach
does in practice, and see things like his teaching
and his repoire with the kids.”
With Eastern coming off its first playoff
appearance since 1996 last season, there are high
expectations for this season’s team. 
And with that there a lot of expectations put
on the coaches, especially on the new coaches.
Those expectations may be the highest from
their new boss.
“I expect them to get to know their players at
their respective positions, Spoo said. “And to
teach the type of football things that will help us
be successful.”
Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Panther quarterback Tony Romo completes a pass to his wide receiver in spring practice Wednesday
afternoon. Eastern has three new coaches on their staff this spring.
First-year assistant coaches hope to keep Eastern on path of success next season
SportsThe Daily Eastern News12 ThursdayApril 5, 2001InsideBaseball team falls 11-6 to SLU. Page 10Softball team competes against SEMO. Page 10Three new coaches adjust to Panther football. Page 11 Panther Sports CalendarToday: Softball vs. Southeast Missouri atWilliam’s FieldToday: Men’s Tennis vs. UIS at homeFriday: Men’s golf at Bradley Invitational
Patrick Guinane
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Strawberry,
time to see
a few ‘Docs’
The much maligned DarrylStrawberry has seen plenty ofdoctors; it’s time he sees a few
Docs.
Strawberry, 39, used to be a great
slugger, but he’s currently playing the
role of struggler. Darryl is in a psychi-
atric ward after his latest drug binge.
Strawberry passed many tests of
skill in his playing days. He played on
championship teams with both the
Mets and Yankees, but currently the
hardest test for Darryl to pass involves
peeing in a cup.
Unfortunately, when you mention
the “Straw” today, it’s not clear if
you’re referring to Darryl, or the utensil
he used to snort cocaine.
On Thursday, Darryl was supposed
to go to his Alcohol Anonymous meet-
ing. Instead, the woman who was giv-
ing him a ride started smoking crack
and Darryl couldn’t resist the tempta-
tion. I guess when Darryl asked for a
lift, she misunderstood.
The two then went to a motel,
where five men with guns took
Strawberry’s jewelry and then they con-
tinued to do drugs.
Monday, Strawberry’s friends Ray
Negron and Ron Dock found Darryl in
Daytona Beach, Fla., and took him
back into custody. Dock is a drug coun-
selor in Tampa. Couldn’t he find Darryl
a more reliable ride to his AA meet-
ings?
How about another Doc?
Dwight ‘Doc’ Gooden didn’t make
the Yankees this spring, and so he quiet-
ly retired at the age of 36, after 16 pro
seasons. Strawberry and Gooden both
started off their careers strong, playing
together with the Mets. Gooden was
Rookie of the Year, and a Cy Young
Winner, but then, like Strawberry, fell
into troubles with drugs and alcohol.
Gooden also made a successful
comeback, like Strawberry, returning to
throw a no-hitter for the Yankees in
1996. Unlike Strawberry, when he
came back, Gooden left the drugs
behind.
There’s another Dock that Darryl
should talk to: Dock Ellis. Ellis pitched
11 years, but was a self-admitted drug
and alcohol abuser. He retired from
baseball in 1979, and decided to leave
drugs and alcohol behind as well.
The bottom line is Strawberry needs
a wake-up call from someone. He’s 39,
has no money, five kids, colon cancer
and he’s going back to jail – without
bail – when he’s released from the hos-
pital. Baseball players do get pensions,
but the way Darryl is behaving, he
won’t be around to collect. He’ll die
penniless with his criminal records
overshadowing his career statistics.
Strawberry has broken more proba-
tions that records, serving as a reminder
than on-the-field-achievements factor
only slightly into calculating the only
stat that really matters – how you live
Tennis teams fall short
Back to his old self
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Many teams in college baseballare happy to have one pitcherthat they can call their ace, butEastern is now able to say that
they have three with the recent emergence of
Nick Albu.
“I’ve always felt like I could be one of
those three guys all season long,”Albu said. “I
think that Scott (Metz), Pete (Martin) and I all
have the abilities to be a No. 1, and hopefully
we can all keep performing well.”
Albu, who is 3-3 on the season, has had
two stellar outings last week, throwing 13 and
2/3 innings, allowing only two runs on 16 hits
with 13 strikeouts, earning himself Top Cat
honors for the week.
In his first game of the week March 28 he
was the hard luck loser of a 1-0 game at
Illinois State, but he said the outing was one of
the best of his career. 
“I thought the start I had in the Illinois
State game was one of the best starts I’ve had
all season,” Albu said. “It could have possibly
have been one of the best starts I’ve ever had
at Eastern.”
While in his second start of the week,
which came in the series finale at the
University of Tennessee-Martin, the lefty
threw another complete game, going seven
innings, allowing only one run on nine hits
while striking out six batters en route to a 16-2
Close, but no cigar
Bob VanHoorebeck,senior center fielder
The senior center fielder led the Panthers
in hitting last week with a .444 batting
average in five games. VanHoorebeck
was 8-18 on the week with five runs and
four RBIs.
Bret Pignatiello, sophomore d.h.
Pignatiello finished the last week with a .380
batting average.The sophomore saw time at
designated hitter finishing the week 6-for-16.
He had a breakout weekend on the road
against Tennessee-Martin where he went 5-
for-10, scoring six runs while driving in six.
Amanda Minchin,freshman golfer
The freshman from Estevan, Saskatchewan
led the Panthers to a third place finish at the
Boston College Invitational last weekend.
Minchin’s two-day total of 166 strokes was
good enough to place third individually.
Keith Laski, senior left fielder
Laski hit .380 in Eastern’s five games last
week, going 8-21 in the Panthers games
against Illinois State, Indiana State and
Tennessee-Martin. The senior left fielder
scored six runs while driving in four runs.
He also finished 3-for-4 in the home win
over Indiana State.
Here’s who had a good week but didn’t quite make our cut for Top Cat of the week
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Junior pitcher Nick Albu delivers a pitch while working out in the bullpen Wednesday afternoon. After
battling a shoulder injury, Albu has emerged as the Panthers’ No. 3 starter.
Top Cat
“My arm is just now getting back and I feel as good as I ever have  since  I’ve been at Eastern.”
See SELF Page 9
Nick Albu has battled
back from an arm injury
to solidify his spot on staff
Editor’s note: Top Cat is a weekly series tak-
ing an in-depth look at Eastern’s top athlete
from the previous week. Winners are selected
just once. Selection is made by the Daily
Eastern News sports staff.
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No. 1 singles player Blazej Tondel returns a serve against Vincennes’ oppo-
nent Adriano Biasella Wednesday afternoon. Blazej lost the match 6-3, 6-2.
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The men’s and women’s tennis
teams came out flat against two non-
conference rivals Wednesday with
losses to Washington University and
Vincennes University.
The men’s team suffered a 5-2
loss to Vincennes, dropping their
record to 9-7. 
“It was very disappointing,” head
coach Michael Hunt said. “We’ve
owned the doubles point this year
and we didn’t come out and play our
normal style doubles.”
After dropping the doubles point
with a 8-5 loss at the No. 1 doubles
and a 8-3 loss at the No. 2 doubles
position, No. 3 doubles Matt Sadler
and Kyle White came back after a 6-
3 deficit to take the win 9-7.
In the singles matches, Eastern’s
lone wins came at the No. 2 and No.
4 positions. No. 2 singles Lukasz
Pluta defeated David Gustafsson 6-2,
6-1 while No. 4 Ilyes Hassib defeat-
ed Brian Slack 7-5, 6-2. 
“The guys did not hit much this
week and we weren’t sharp,” Hunt
said. “Vincennes plays a lot of
Division I schools and that’s what
they’re all about – beating Division I
teams.”
The men’s team must recover
quickly, as they host the University
of Illinois-Springfield today at 3 p.m.
“This team right now is in a bad
place,” Hunt said. “We’ve got to get
our heads turned around. We’ve got
guys acting like they’re packing it in
and this can be a successful year if
we play like we’re capable of.
“We’ve got to have the older guys
step up and lead us through this.
That’s crucial if we’re going to turn
this around by OVC time.”
The women’s team saw similar
results to the men Wednesday
against Washington University 
Men suffer 5-3 loss to Vincennes,
Washington defeats women 4-3
See TENNIS Page 9
